
ESG SERVICES

Unlock the potential of your business through ESG integration. Embrace environmentally
sustainable practices, inclusive social policies, and transparent governance to enhance resilience
and trust. Neglecting ESG considerations risks reputational harm and stifled innovation. Discover
sustainability and ESG insights tailored to your industry, guiding you towards responsible practices
and enduring positive impact.
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Empowering Tomorrow: Elevate with ESG Excellence



Sustainability Reporting
Sustainable Future Starts Here
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Build your strategy
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Designing KPIs and implementing
dashboard

Designing, copywriting, editing
and producing report

Elevate your business with Peterson Projects &
Solutions, your strategic partner in sustainability
excellence! In a world where stakeholders demand
more, we go beyond consulting to transform your
sustainability vision into impactful action. Navigate
seamlessly with global standards like GRI, TCFD, and
SASB, and adopt influential frameworks such as
CDP, IFC, and more. Our end-to-end service ensures
your business not only complies but thrives
sustainably, contributing proudly to the UN's SDGs.
Ready to redefine sustainability leadership? Join us
on the transformative journey of sustainable
excellence! Our service includes:

Benefits:

Cut Cost
Adhering to environmental and social regulations, alongside
efforts to mitigate the impact of climate change, can lead to
cost reduction and significant savings for your organization.

Enhancing internal governance and achieving a higher
sustainability ranking can facilitate access to financial
capital for your company.

Increase Access to Capital

Risk Reduction
Comprehending your operations strategically aids in mitigating
environmental, social, and financial risks.

Better Reputation
Transparency stands out as a crucial element that
companies identify as instrumental in fostering trust among
their stakeholders.

Improve Efficiency
Engaging in the process of gathering information will
enable your organization to make informed decisions and
operate with increased efficiency.

Innovation Opportunity
Exploring both areas of excellence and opportunities for
improvement can serve as a catalyst for innovation.

Increase Stakeholder’s
Communication and Trust

Granting stakeholders access to communication and
fostering transparency is essential to demonstrate the
sustainability of operations.

Regulatory Compliance
Exploring both areas of excellence and opportunities for
improvement can serve as a catalyst for innovation
specifically, following the regulations of Indonesia, OJK
51/2017 and SEOJK 16/2021.

Avoid Greenwashing
Our expertise ensures your sustainability reports reflect the
true essence of your business strategy and current on-the-
ground conditions to provide accurate and transparent
data!



Our Completed Project

For more
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https://www.fiagril.com.br/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/Relatorio-de-Sustentabilidade-Fiagril-2022_PT.pdf
https://www.pepsico.com.br/docs/librariesprovider26/relatorio-de-sustentabilidade-2019/relatoriodemofarms2022.pdf
https://www.atlanticacoffee.com/en/sustainability/sustainability-report/
http://www.cmaa.ind.br/pt/relatorio-anual-de-sustentabilidade-safra-2020-2021-2
https://www.fiagril.com.br/sustentabilidade
https://www.atlanticacoffee.com/sustentabilidade/relatorio-de-sustentabilidade/
https://www.usinasantoantonio.com.br/app/uploads/2023/11/ENG-Relatorio-Sustentabilidade-USA_v3-1.pdf


what is Projects & Solutions is Peterson's advisory division offering practical
and hands-on approaches to address your company's challenges. We aid
businesses in ensuring ESG (Environmental, Social, Governance)
compliance by defining sustainable policies, reducing environmental
impact, and aligning with ESG standards. Our expertise spans diverse
sectors, including agriculture, energy, manufacturing, forestry, biomass,
biofuels, and textiles.

"Our core mission is to support clients in achieving their
sustainability objectives."

At Peterson Projects & Solutions, we focus on helping you transform
your sustainability vision into actionable goals and a robust strategy.
Additionally, we specialise in mitigating negative business impacts on
the economy, society, and environment. This approach aligns with your
company's commitment to the United Nations' Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).

We work collaboratively to minimise the adverse effects of your
operations on the economy, society, and environment while enhancing
your contributions to ESG principles. With a global presence in over 70
countries, we encourage you to contact Peterson today to explore our
assistance.

Peterson Projects & Solutions
AD Premier Building 19th floor

Jl. TB. Simatupang No. 5 Ragunan
Pasar Minggu, Jakarta 12550 • Indonesia

marketing-indonesia@onepeterson.com

petersonindonesia.com

Peterson Projects and Solutions
(Indonesia)

Office: +62 21 2270 8913
Whatsapp: +62 811 5968 147 (Admin)
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